Self-Motivated Search for Knowledge – The Path to a Sense of Personal Satisfaction, Self-Improvement and a Healthy Life
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Abstract: this article is devoted to lifelong learning. The advantages of this form of education are considered. The relevance of lifelong learning for the development of personality at the present stage of development is substantiated.
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Previously, general and vocational education was aimed at preparing a person for working life. Now, the main focus is on learning to prepare a person for the need to learn all his life, stand out from others and win in the competition. Moving forward in the educational space, a person gradually discovers different facets of his integrity.

Education must be unfinished, intensive, continuous and becomes the main driver of a career throughout life.

Lifelong learning is the concept of continuous renewal of knowledge and skills, both for professional and personal reasons.

The concept of lifelong learning involves voluntary learning, so personal characteristics and the desire to learn are of great importance. Often, in order to get people to learn, material interest alone is not enough, it is necessary that they are interested in learning itself, and not just its future results.

This concept carries a positive charge and leads to moral health and psychological comfort.

Lifelong learning involves learning not only professional, but also other vital, necessary, necessary skills that are necessary to effectively respond to the changes, problems and opportunities of everyday life with greater ability and confidence. Each person has the opportunity to realize their potential, at all ages. Learning new skills should become a part of everyday life for more people, a «mandatory program».

To succeed and realize your potential, you need to constantly learn. It is a process of gaining experience. It is important to tune in to knowledge and learn to learn.
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A person must develop the habit of acting and improving every day in all areas – health, career, finances, thinking, relationships, etc. And this is a lifelong process.

Culture, personality traits, education, career path, as well as surrounding circumstances – all affect what kind of learning method is developed by each.

Everyone strives for success. Everyone wants to get the best out of life. Nobody likes mediocrity... John Wanamaker, a great businessman, a man who created himself, often said: «Nothing is born from a single thought».

Lifelong learning helps a person to achieve success, because he gets used to looking for and finding exactly such problems in which he can apply his own skills most effectively.
Choosing to continue lifelong learning can lead to a sense of personal fulfillment. It can also help prevent burnout, as professionals who feel motivated to learn and achieve are more likely to take steps to continue their careers.

Also, lifelong learning entails greater stability and sufficient income to keep track of health.

With the help of a self-motivated search for knowledge, you can reach professionalism, become a true master of your craft and reveal your abilities.

To summarize all of the above, lifelong learning provides an opportunity to be progressive, energetic, keep up with life, feel young and in demand, regardless of age.
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